TITLE: SCHOOL GUARD


EXAMPLES OF DUTIES:

- Employs good judgment in determining timing of crossings;
- Waits for break in automotive traffic;
- Sees children across in groups, interrupting flow of traffic as little as possible;
- Assures the observing of safety precautions such as removal of skates before entering cross walks and waling bicycles across streets within the lines of cross walks;
- Cautions and guides crossers by oral instruction, hand instruction or signs;
- Observes conditions on the job and reports to police officer assigned to area;
- Performs other related duties as required.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

Recent experience that required the ability to meet and tactfully handle the public; a knowledge of the California Vehicle Code as pertains to pedestrians and school crossings, principles and practices of first aid.

Willingness to work split shift, purchase and wear regulation uniforms and secure a driver’s license.

Must have a telephone and be able to provide suitable transportation to any assigned location within the City.

Must be in good physical conditions (able to stand for long period and work out-of-doors in inclement weather), have good vision, hearing and depth perception, and have no record of improper conduct.
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